Harbinger of a Litigious Future? Andrew Lawler
When the chair of the pharmacology department at the University of California (UC), Davis, pledged in writing to find a permanent position for microbiologist Ronald Chuang, Chuang and his wife Linda-a researcher who works in his lab-were delighted. The position would put him on the tenure track and make him less dependent on the grants from the National Institutes of Health that powered his AIDS research.
A dozen years later, the delight has turned to anger. Ronald Chuang still has no permanent position, and he and his wife filed suit in 1997 over what they allege is a long and egregious series of discriminatory acts by the university. The university's defense team rejects the charges of discrimination, and a lower court backed the university in 1998. But 2 months ago, a federal appeals court reversed that ruling, giving a green light for the case to go to trial, perhaps in the next year.
Academics suing their institutions is hardly a new phenomenon, but Asian Americans traditionally have been far less litigious than members of many other minority groups, say university and Asian-American officials. That may be changing in the wake of the Wen Ho Lee case. "There's been a steady rise in complaints [among Asian Americans] in the past decade," says Margaret Fung, executive director of the New York City-based Asian American Legal Defense and Education Fund. "But after Wen Ho Lee, we have heard from many more scientists and researchers who were very unhappy with their treatment." The Lee case, she adds, "has led to a lot of mobilization" that is likely to translate into more complaints and suits. That view is seconded by other Asian Americans who work on such issues.
Originally from Taiwan, the Chuangs did their graduate work at Davis. In 1981, Ronald Chuang was made an assistant professor of pharmacology, and shortly after that, Linda Chuang became a research assistant. In 1988, the department chair wrote a memo to an assistant dean committing the school to finding a permanent position for Ronald. But that position never came through, despite five retirements in the pharmacology department after 1989. For the next decade, the Chuangs maintain that they were subjected to a pattern of racial harassment, from alleged slurs to a hallway fight-claims strongly rejected by UC Davis.
The final straw came in 1996, when the Chuangs' lab and that of another Chinese-American researcher were moved to the basement-next to the morgue-as part of a general reorganization. "No Caucasian faculty member with active research was required to relocate," states the appeals court decision. That relocation, the court noted, "had a calamitous effect" on the Chuangs' research, as their space was reduced, the floor design complicated their work, and their offices were on the fourth floor. A technician, grad student, and undergrad quit shortly thereafter. The move also upset the Chuangs, who maintained that working so close to the morgue was particularly offensive for persons of Chinese heritage.
The Chuangs filed a complaint that year with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and, in 1997, they filed suit in California's eastern district U.S. court. The university argued that Ronald Chuang's position was never in jeopardy, that the dean was prepared to cover his base salary if his research grants dried up, and that the relocation was necessary to accommodate another program that was growing more quickly and was more in line with the university's long-term research plans. The district court ruled that "Ronald Chuang fails to come forward with adequate evidence" of discrimination.
But the appeals court strongly disagreed, and Peter Sandman, Chuang's attorney, says a settlement is unlikely. "The university has been utterly intransigent-it's remarkable and amazing the university does not recognize the way they've treated these people." UC counsel Eric Behrens says "the university feels very strongly it has done nothing wrong." 
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